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Easy Chalkboard Ornaments

These are the easiest homemade ornaments yet! After my tree was decorated, I found I wanted

some words to display on it. There have been so many beautiful ornaments more recently with

the homespun look of red, tan and black that I knew chalkboard ornaments were just what my

tree needed!

So I found some black scrapbook paper

with a nice little texture to it, and sure

enough, I was able to script out the virtues

love, joy, peace and hope with my regular

ol’ chalk. Bingo! I found that Walmart had

craft sticks in so many sizes. 4 1/2 inch

sticks with 2 1/2 inch sticks made a

perfectly neat rectangle chalkboard! You

could paint on some decoration with

some puffy paint or just add stickers like I did!
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�. First cut a desired number of chalkboards out of the black paper. They should measure 

4 1/2 inches by 3 3/8 inches.

�. Write out your words onto the black paper with chalk leaving room around the sides for

your craft sticks . You can somewhat rub out mistakes and start over, but depending on

your paper you may just get a cleaner copy by starting over.

�.  Glue the long craft sticks across the top and bottom. Glue the short sticks onto the sides.

�. Decorate your wooden frame with stickers or paint.

And there you have it! Darling little sentiments to liven up your Christmas tree! Couldn’t be

easier!

 White chalk

 4 1/2 inch craft sticks

 2 1/2 inch craft sticks

 Craft glue

 Stickers or paint

 A few pages of textured black cardstock or scrapbook paper
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Love

The Wonder of Immanuel

It has been a rough week. Not just regular holiday stresses, but some hard things for people I

love. As my faith swells and plummets alternately, it has been a comfort to know “we do not

have a high priest who is unable to empathize with our weaknesses.” (Heb. 4:15) Jesus, in his role

as our high priest, came to fully share in human experience. It’s easy to gloss over God’s love that

sent His Son to reconcile us to relationship with Him. We’ve heard the story ever since we were

children and think therefore that we get the point – Jesus is Immanuel, God with us.

It’s easy to assume that we are autonomous until our own plans fall short and we’re left �ailing

for answers and direction. Although we don’t often synthesize this knowledge, the truth for

believers is that God is now with us. Because of His sacri�cial love we are no longer alone! We

don’t have to have all the answers. We don’t have to be all things to all people. Instead we have

constant and continual access to the throne of God. We have His ear and His heart. His wisdom

and strength are available to us 24/7. Don’t I often live as if I’ve forgotten this!

Stop and consider the magnitude of this gift and what it cost for Jesus to give up glory for our

crude, base living. Our Christmases are warm and bright, rich and indulgent, lavish and

picturesque. The �rst Christmas was in a dirty stable, cast out from friendly fellowship, cold and

dark and dangerous. After that �rst Christmas night, Jesus remained. It wasn’t a quick and safe

appearing, but a costly commitment to know what humans experience, what we see and feel,

how we hurt and bleed. He came to save us and redeem and heal mankind, but �rst He came

to know us, to live life with us. When He returned to heaven, He sent His Holy Spirit. Now

because of Jesus’ atoning work on the cross, Christians have God’s continued presence!

God with us. This changes everything. May I never neglect this gift of God’s presence that His

blood has purchased for me!
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Cinnamon Hearts

Lord, I acknowledge that You have given me everything I need in Christ Jesus! Thank you for

Your loving commitment to me that You would leave the glory of heaven to live with me and in

me here on earth. I choose to walk with You through every mountain and valley, through every

season. Thank you for coming to be our Immanuel. Amen.

The next ornament from my sentimental journey back to my �rst Christmas of married life is

the Cinnamon Applesauce Heart Ornament! They’re not only cute, they smell really good! (At

least for the �rst year – 25 years later there’s no discernible smell at all.) Like cute little cookie

ornaments only without the baking!

I’ve noticed several of these cinnamon applesauce ornaments on Pinterest lately. And with good

reason. They are cheap and easy and versatile! Mine are the only ones I’ve seen shaped into

hearts and tied with twine.
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This recipe makes several which is a good

thing because you should be prepared for

some of them to break either in the process of

creating or in storage for next season. That

said, one batch made enough the �rst

Christmas that I’ve never had to make

another! So stir these up, cut them out, and

let them dry for a few days – just be sure to

make your hole at the top so that you can later add the twine bow and string for hanging. Once

they are dry you won’t be able to add the hole without breaking the entire heart.

   1 tsp. cloves

   1 tsp. allspice

    1 cup cinnamon more if needed

   1 cup applesauce

Mix all ingredients together. Roll out to desired thickness adding more cinnamon if dough is too

sticky. Cut into heart shapes using a cookie cutter. Use a toothpick to shape a hole for hanging.

Place on a cookie sheet or tray to dry for 3-4 days turning once a day.

A note on how I added the twine: First I threaded the twine through the hole. Then I tied the

twine in a knot and over  that I tied my bow. Then I attached a wire ornament hanger through

the top loop of my twine. Happy crafting!
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Joy

Lessons in Comfort and Joy

You know the Christmas carol that wishes us “tidings of comfort and joy”. I always assumed 

comfort was a wish for the comforts of life – warm slippers, a happy family around the Christmas

tree, no �nancial worries, etc. And maybe that is the benediction in this chorus, but this year I’m

realizing how greatly we need both comfort and joy. Now more than ever, we need the form of

comfort that consoles us when things aren’t comfortable and the supernatural joy that sees

blessings in the midst of loss. 2020 has sort of beat us up and yet offered delight in unexpected

places. It has been a year of great loss – loved ones missed, hopes and dreams delayed,

opportunities cancelled, �nances shaky – and yet a year to more fully appreciate the blessings

we have had all along. Hopefully, new eyes to see God as both our Comforter and the Giver of

Joy.

that
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Brown Paper Gingerbread Ornaments

These are from my �rst Christmas with Shawn! I like to choose a different color scheme every

year when I decorate, but whenever I’m doing any trimming that includes craft brown and red,

you can be sure I’ll be pulling out these adorable little people!

Do you ever imagine a project in your head that looks wonderful, but then the real life execution

looks like it was completed by a four-year-old? Or worse yet, something out of a horror �lm?

Every once in a while, one of my projects turns out better than I expected and this is one of

those! What that means for you is that if I can do it, you can do it! This is an easy one! I can’t draw

and yet even these minimally rendered faces look adorable.

You will need a sewing machine for this one. Trying to hand sew them would take forever and

dull your needle quickly. You may want to swap in a new sewing machine needle when you’re

done with these.
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I think I had all the materials on hand when I made these, but if you don’t have low pile batting,

red ribbon, and gold cording you’ll need to pick some up. I used a 3″ cookie cutter to trace

around, but you can also easily �nd a free downloadable template online. Three inches is a nice

size for either large or small Christmas trees, but you can make them whatever size you need.

Paper bags are easy enough to obtain. Just ask for paper next time you’re grocery shopping.

Instructions for Brown Paper Gingerbread Ornaments

Materials Needed:

 Paper bags

 A gingerbread cookie cutter or template

 Sewing pins

 Low loft polyester �ber�ll batting (1/8inch thick)

 Pens or colored pencils for marking and designing

 Sewing machine threaded with white thread

 Scissors

 1/8 inch red ribbon

 Hot glue gun or craft glue

 Non-stretch metallic gold cord

 Cut down the side of a paper bag and then cut around the bottom edge to remove

the bottom. Lay paper bag out �at. Iron if needed. Then fold the paper in half.

Prepare bag

 On one half, trace around a template or cookie cutter to form

gingerbread people leaving at least 1 inch around each side. Cut the pieces apart but do not

trim to the edges, cutting through both thicknesses so that you have two rectangular paper

pieces for each gingerbread man or woman.

Trace and cut gingerbread
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 Sandwich a layer of batting between a top and bottom paper gingerbread piece.

Trim batting near the paper edges and pin all three layers together outside of the gingerbread

body shape. Next, trim all three layers just at the very top of the head only, in order to prepare for

the next step – inserting the hanger.

Add batting

 Cut one 6-7” gold cord for each gingerbread person. Fold each cord in half to

make a loop and then make a loop knot making sure that the knot is tight and small. Tuck the

knot between the layers of the paper at the head of each gingerbread person, positioning it so

that the loop comes out of the top of the head. Place the knot at least 1/8 inch below the upper

edge so that the stitching in the next step will hold the knot in place.

Add hanging cord

 Use a sewing machine threaded with white thread to stitch 1/8 inch from the tracing

edge. Sew completely around the gingerbread man shape. Then using sharp scissors, trim away

all three layers to the traced gingerbread shape being careful to avoid hanging cord.

Stitch

 Use colored pencil, marker or pen to decorate your gingerbread people. I simply drew

on smiles and eyes with pen, and blush cheek circles with colored pencil.

Decorate
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Brown Paper Curls (Wood Shavings)

I thought it would be fun to share a 1994 picture from

our �rst Christmas in our �rst apartment together! We

started with nothing in the way of Christmas

ornaments besides the one string of colored lights I

bought in college. So instead of blowing too much on

decorating that �rst year, I kicked into my resourceful

creative mode and crafted the Cinnamon Hearts,

Gingerbread People, and glittered paper snow�ake

cutouts. I’m holding one of the snow�akes here. I love

these put I didn’t post about them because the glue

turns brown over years. Consequently I have replaced

them with crocheted ones that were in clearance

when our Ben Franklin store closed.

My Gingerbread People and Cinnamon Hearts have stood the test of time. To them I added the

Chalkboard Ornaments and also these darling Paper Curls that look like wood shavings. My

mom helped me come up with this one last year! Would you believe these are also paper bags?

 The length of ribbon needed for your bows will depend on the size of your

gingerbread people. Tie bows and then attach using a tacky glue or a glue gun. (I had more luck

with the glue gun.) Attach bows under the chin for Gingerbread Men and on top of the head for

Gingerbread Women.

Add bows
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So after I’d decorated my

tree last year, mom and I

were standing back

assessing our work. I had

added the white angel hair

which looked great, but I felt

I still needed one more

thing. Wood curls. Now I do

not have a wood shop, and

I’m not one of Santa’s elves

crafting wooden toys for children, so wood curls were not readily available. Especially not the

long elegant ones I was imagining. I wanted something I could curl like curling ribbon when you

run them through a pair of scissors, and Mom and I started wondering if paper bags would do

the trick?

We cut a bag into strips and which we pulled through the scissors. Bingo! Sure enough! My

Paper Wood Curls were born! These are a great addition to any Christmas tree you are

decorating with that lovely craft brown color or other wooden ornaments.
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Peace

Knowing the God of Peace

I was recently copying a Bible verse into my journal when I caught myself. I was about to write a

phrase as I had read it, “peace of God”, when I noticed that the text actually read “God of peace”.

Hmm, interesting!

So what’s the difference, you ask. “Peace of God” means that this peace is in God’s possession, it

belongs to God. God is the supplier, the distributor of His peace. “God of Peace” infers that He is

the source and creator of peace. Peace is part of God’s inherent being. It differentiates Him from

any other god or entity. Peace markedly de�nes His character to such a degree that no one or

nothing else comes close to embodying this much peace.

So how did God come to be the God of peace? These verses give us the answer.

“Now may the God of peace, who through the blood of the eternal covenant brought back from

the dead our Lord Jesus….”  Heb. 13:20

“But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far away have been brought near by the blood of

Christ. For he himself is our peace”   Ephesians 2:13-14 (NRSV)

The answer is that God paid the price that peace required – blood. Sounds harsh and archaic,

but it’s true. Our sin was that costly. We deserved death. We had made ourselves God’s enemies

through our sin and He initiated the atonement, paying the debt we owe to Him Himself.

“without the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness” Hebrews 9:22
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“But God demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were still sinners, Christ died for us.”

Romans 5:28

God bridged the gap that separated us from Himself. What peace was ever more costly? Or

painful? Is it worse to die or to watch your beloved child die? God, the Father and Son, suffered

both to purchase our peace.

“What, then, shall we say in response to these things? If God is for us, who can be against us? He

who did not spare his own Son, but gave him up for us all—how will he not also, along with him,

graciously give us all things? Who will bring any charge against those whom God has chosen? It

is God who justi�es. Who then is the one who condemns? No one. Christ Jesus who died—more

than that, who was raised to life—is at the right hand of God and is also interceding for us. Who

shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall trouble or hardship or persecution or famine or

nakedness or danger or sword? As it is written: ‘For your sake we face death all day long; we are

considered as sheep to be slaughtered.’ No, in all these things we are more than conquerors

through him who loved us. For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor

demons, neither the present nor the future, nor any powers, neither height nor depth, nor

anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ

Jesus our Lord.”  Romans 8:31-39

We now have peace with God. Because He made the peace. And now the peace of God is

available to us as we live under His lordship! When we become His children, we become heirs of

His peace. What peace it is to know that we are His and nothing in this world will snatch us from

Him or separate us from His love!
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“At one time we too were foolish, disobedient, deceived and enslaved by all kinds of passions

and pleasures. We lived in malice and envy, being hated and hating one another. But when the

kindness and love of God our Savior appeared, he saved us, not because of righteous things we

had done, but because of his mercy. He saved us through the washing of rebirth and renewal by

the Holy Spirit, whom he poured out on us generously through Jesus Christ our Savior, so that,

having been justi�ed by his grace, we might become heirs having the hope of eternal life.” Titus

3:3-7

Have you accepted the peace that God has provided? Is Jesus your Lord? If you’re not sure, let

me suggest that you talk to a local pastor or Christian friend.  can also

provide some clarity for you.

This article at LifeWay

Are you a believer, but struggle to possess the peace that Christ has purchased for you? I’d love

to recommend this article from the Christian Counseling and Education Foundation.

Now may the Lord of peace himself give you

peace at all times and in every way. The Lord be

with all of you. (2 Thess. 3:16)

Let me pray for you, dear reader, these prayers

straight out of God’s Word. 

The Lord bless you and keep you; the Lord

make his face shine on you and be gracious to

you; the Lord turn his face toward you and give

you peace.  (Numbers 6:24-26)

https://www.lifeway.com/en/articles/sermon-making-peace-with-god-reconciliation
https://www.ccef.org/the-peace-of-god-or-the-god-of-peace/
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Better Than Salt Dough Ornaments

If you read Monday’s post, you know that I just couldn’t help myself! The new tree needed new

ornaments! Speci�cally, white clay-like ornaments to nestle in the frosted Christmas tree. These

are made with baking soda, cornstarch and water.

Photo by Penny Davidson

And the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your

minds in Christ Jesus. (Phil. 4:7)    Amen.

May God himself, the God of peace, sanctify you through and through. May your whole spirit,

soul and body be kept blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.  (1 Thess. 5:23)
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What’s wrong with salt dough? Why are these better? Did you ever have homemade playdough

that didn’t measure up to brand-name Playdough? You probably had a salt-based dough with

grainy salt crystals. It might have tended to be crumbly instead of smooth. Here it’s the same

problem – yes, you can make a reasonable dough to cut out into shapes, but it won’t be smooth

and pure white. It will look more like sugar cookies than porcelain. That’s why I was excited to try

this recipe that I found on Pinterest.

I’ll admit, I was initially bummed that this dough had to be cooked on the stovetop. I would have

preferred something you just whip together, but it makes sense that the cornstarch needs to be

activated by heat. And since it’s two stupidly inexpensive ingredients mixed with water, why not

give it a try?

And these turned out �awlessly

beautiful! Exactly what I had hoped for!

(And that doesn’t always happen on the

�rst try!)

Cooking took about 10 minutes of

constant stirring. After seven minutes

over medium heat, the mixture started

to simmer. This progressed to boiling

and thickening, and I turned it off after it

came together.
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This recipe uses cornstarch and baking soda to create a

smooth, white, clay-like dough that will air dry.

2 cups baking soda

1 cup cornstarch

1 1/4 cups cool water

Combine baking soda and cornstarch in a medium

saucepan. Stir in cool water and mix completely. Set pan

over medium heat and stir constantly.  At about 5-7

minutes, mixture will begin to turn slightly golden or

toasted, then it will begin to bubble. 

Beginning to boil. 
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Continue stirring for another 2-3 minutes as it thickens and comes together. Transfer to a glass

bowl. Cover with a damp cloth. Let mixture cool for at least one hour.

Cooking complete

Transfer to a bowl to rest
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Knead cooled dough until smooth. Roll out to desired thickness, using more cornstarch if

needed to keep it from sticking. 

Here's the smooth dough after a little kneading
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Let ornaments dry 24 hours.

Stamp or press rolled dough in desired (stamps, cookie stamps, or found items). Cut with cookie

cutters. Be sure to cut out a hole for hanging. I used a chopstick, but a drinking straw will also

work if you keep clearing the straw of dough.

I’ve made this twice now with great success, but I was warned by previous commenters that if in

doubt about cook time, to err on the side of undercooking rather than overcooking. If your

dough isn’t exactly the consistency you like after cooling, you can try adding cornstarch or water.

One batch makes plenty, it’s just that my second batch was for pictures and further

experimentation. (I’m testing how thin I can roll it, and how long it keeps, but I’ll have to get

back to you on that.)

I stamped the plain white dough to give it a little more character. I didn’t have any real

evergreen branches to work with so I pulled out some old stamps I’ve used for cards. This kind of

stamp is usually pretty easy to �nd at second-hand stores.

Well, the pictures are worth a thousand words!
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Repurposed Denim Christmas Balls

We put our tree up before Thanksgiving this year! Now I know this is normal for many of you, but

I don’t know that Shawn has ever agreed to set the tree up before the second week in

December. So imagine my surprise when my husband began asking me what kind of Christmas

tree I wanted in early November! Well, if you ask, I’m going to tell you. I wanted a tall and narrow

inexpensive tree. So that’s what we got!
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The fact that it was a little frosted was a bonus for both of us. I opted for an unlit tree. Yeah, I

know I’m in the minority on this preference, I already have a huge stash of lights and this gave

me more freedom and �exibility. Sometimes I want colored lights and sometimes I want white.

So Shawn and I set up the tree, and after it was up I

started having visions of cutesy ornaments I could

craft! I can’t help it! I know I already have

ornaments, but the adorable frosted tree was

speaking to me!

The �rst idea that occurred to me was these

repurposed Denim Christmas Balls. I’m really not

usually a hoarder, but I have been saving old jeans

for a while hoping that I could �nd a way to use

them. Wrapping torn strips of denim around

Christmas Ornaments was a perfect idea!

I chose three different pairs of jeans in different

shades to destroy, I mean repurpose. I was surprised

at how different they were to work with! What I did

was cut from the hem up the front of the leg until I

ran into the pocket or the waistband. Then I began

again at the bottom making it into a 1/2 inch wide

strip. One pair I simply cut with scissors. One I tried

to tear, but had to give up. The nice strips with white edges are from the third pair that I was

able to rip. I always prefer to rip if possible, not only because it saves time, but also because a

good fabric will rip straighter than I can cut. The ripped fabric will fray off several strands, but

later will be less susceptible to fraying.
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So my �rst plan was to wrap the fabric around Styrofoam balls. I wanted to create a loop of

twine that I would thumbtack onto the ball, and then wrap the denim around, hot gluing down

at the beginning and the end. But the Styrofoam balls I purchased seemed smaller than I liked.

Who knew Styrofoam balls were so expensive! I was kinda reluctant to pay a $1 per ornament for

the 3 inch size.

But fortunately, I found these clear glass ornaments in my

stash of decorations. I had meant to �ll them with

something cute and never got around to it. I’m pretty sure

either type base will work, Styrofoam or glass/plastic.

A pleasant discovery along the way was that I didn’t even

have to use glue! I was able �nd a place to simply tuck in

the end of each strip. You can use glue if you want added

stability as you work or if you’d like them to last forever.

Be sure to keep turning and rotating as you wrap these,

carefully covering the empty spots as you go. I used about

three strips of denim per Christmas ball. I think these were

either 2 1/2 or 3 inch balls.

Remove the hanger
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Begin wrapping denim strip around, covering the beginning of your strip as you go

Tuck in the end of your strip before beginning another.

Re-attach hanger.
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These were so quick and easy! If you’ve crafted before, you can wrap one in about 3 minutes. If

you’re a beginning crafter, just make sure that you keep the denim strip taut and close to the

ball as you wrap. If you’re having trouble, using glue may help you.
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Behold the New

I have always enjoyed the latent promise of a blank piece of paper. So many possibilities! Right

now the sheet is so clean, what wonderful words will �ll it? Can you relate? Did you ever enjoy

the clean, lined pages of your new school notebooks? If so, you may be a writer or just a

philologist nut like myself.

I get the same little spine-tingling thrill when I pull out my January calendar. Even though I have

events scheduled for the month already, I’ve put off writing on the beautiful clean sheets for as

long as possible. Just like a fresh snowfall transforms the landscape, my fresh, clean calendar is

poised to make the New Year into a new beginning.

Hope
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Jesus’ birth at Christmas was the beginning of the realization of Emmanuel, God with us. The

Word made �esh came into the middle of a messy, unjust world and began to display what the

kingdom of God looks like. And now, just after we celebrate His birth, we turn the calendar to a

New Year and a new beginning in the middle of dark winter.

So I hope you will not despair that Christmas is over and the tree needs to come down. I hope

you can feel the anticipation that a new beginning brings just as you enjoyed the anticipation

and expectancy of Christmas. It’s not the end of Christmas; Christ has come so it’s the beginning.

We can be made new.

“Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation.  The old has passed away; behold, the new

has come.” 2 Corinthians 5:17. (ESV)

Father, thank you for new beginnings and new hopes and dreams! May my life glorify You in this

new year as we walk together. Amen.
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Denim Star and White Star Garland

Last year I created some homemade ornaments using old denim blue jeans and “better than

salt dough”, a mixture of cornstarch and baking soda that makes beautiful, porcelain-like

ornaments. Well here are a few more sweet DIY decorations I made later in the season from the

same materials!

You can �nd the recipe for the white dough from my original post, 

. 

Better Than Salt Dough

Ornaments
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This star garland took lots of experimenting to become what I had envisioned! First I had to roll

the dough very thin. I did this hoping that I could thereby achieve stars that would stay forward

rather than roll down when strung on a garland.

For the buttonholes, the best tool I found was the blunt end of a cheap wooden chopstick! After I

had cut the stars with a very small cookie cutter, I made the holes for the ribbon and denim to

thread through. Always poke all your holes before the dough dries.

I carefully lifted away the excess dough and left the stars to dry. Once they are hard enough, you

can gently �ip them to speed drying. Drying time may vary, but these nice thin garland stars

should be hard by 24 hours.
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I threaded a needle with red gingham ribbon or thin strips of denim to string my stars together.

I had tried a few different thicknesses,

but no matter how thin the star

ornament, it would still hang forward

on the garland instead of facing front.

The trick I found was to position the

star forward and then simply tape the

back side of the star to hold it in place

against the ribbon or denim.
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For the large star, I cut my own star shape out of

cardboard and then wrapped and tucked (you

could also glue) strips of denim around it. I

started with the darker denim to cover the points

primarily, and then went over the sides with the

lighter denim strips. I loved the effect of the two

shades of denim! After the star was wrapped, I

attached some greenery, ribbon, and a few

“better than salt dough” stars.
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I loved having these on the mantle! The garland draped across and the star hung above. I used

more denim strips to decorate my white wrapping paper and then tucked these gifts under the

tree.
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All Scripture quotations unless otherwise marked are taken from THE HOLY BIBLE, NEW

INTERNATIONAL VERSION®, NIV® Copyright © 1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by Biblica, Inc.® Used by

permission. All rights reserved worldwide.

Scripture quotations marked NRSV are from the New Revised Standard Version Bible, copyright
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Wishing you a very, merry

Christmas!

I hope you enjoyed these ornaments and devotionals! This
collection originated from posts from my previous blog, Life
Over Lunch.

I'm so glad to welcome you to our new community at Realizing
Home. There is a home where you live physically and a home in
your soul. Realizing Home is about cultivating both of these
spaces in a way that is simple, beautiful and fun.


